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Stimuli for the experimental conditions. Participants saw an image of a cigar
store countertop at the point-of-sale with randomization to one of four
conditions: (1) no warning sign, (2) a warning sign with six Food and Drug
Administration proposed text-only warnings, (3) a warning sign with six novel
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text-only warnings developed and tested by our study team, or (4) a warning sign
with six novel text + image warnings developed and tested by our study team. *
Denotes that images were shown to participants, but we are not able to publish
the images for copyright reasons. These images were: (A) a side-by-side image
of a younger person experiencing the aftermath of a stroke and a close-up image
of damaged brain tissue (stroke and blood clots), (B) a side-by-side image of a
person with a large scar from bowel surgery with a colostomy bag filled with
waste and a close-up of a colon cancer tumor (colon cancer) (C) a side-by-side
image of a man with a laryngectomy stoma and a close-up of a tumor inside a
person’s mouth (pharyngeal and throat cancer), (D) a side-by-side image of a
person with a scar extending down their neck and a close-up image of an
esophageal tumor (esophageal cancer), (E) an image containing two pairs of
lungs where one is healthy and one is diseased and damaged (lung cancer and
lung damage) and (F) an image showing blood in a toilet (bladder cancer and
blood in urine). Credit: Nicotine and Tobacco Research (2023). DOI:
10.1093/ntr/ntad006

A new study published by UNC Family Medicine's Sarah Kowitt, Ph.D.,
MPH, and colleagues looked at the impact of different types of warning
signs for large and premium cigars sold individually at the point of sale.
The team's newly developed graphic and text warnings were more
effective than the FDA's proposed text-only warnings and could
potentially increase the effectiveness of warning signs for large and
premium cigars.

Cigars are linked to increased risk of cancer, cardiovascular disease, lung
disease and other negative health effects such as gum disease and tooth
loss, just like cigarettes. Most cigars come in packages that have text
warnings directly on the packaging, but large and premium cigars are
often sold individually and not in packages.

For these types of cigars, the FDA, which oversees the regulation of
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cigars, has proposed that stores display a sign near cash registers
informing people about the risks of cigar use.

A new study published in Nicotine and Tobacco Research by UNC
Family Medicine's Sarah Kowitt, Ph.D., MPH, and colleagues looked at
the impact of different types of warning signs for large and premium
cigars sold individually at the point of sale. Specifically, they conducted
an online experiment to gauge the effectiveness of text-only cigar
warnings versus warning signs that included images or other graphics.

Evidence showed that the team's newly developed graphic and text
warnings at the point of sale were more effective than the FDA's
proposed text-only warnings and could potentially increase the
effectiveness of warning signs for large and premium cigars.

"This is the first study in the literature showing how graphic cigar
warnings may impact point of sale perceptions of large and premium
cigars," said Adam Goldstein, MD, MPH, who is the study's primary
investigator and is director of the UNC Tobacco Intervention Programs.
"As combustible tobacco products, all cigar products cause cancer, so
efforts to educate users about the health effects of cigars is especially
important."

"To me, this research is important because it provides direct evidence
that the FDA can use when regulating cigars," Kowitt said. "Our findings
show that adding images to cigar warning signs could potentially
discourage premium cigar use. We hope this research leads to future
studies that evaluate how cigar warning policies and regulations affect
premium cigar use."

  More information: Sarah D Kowitt et al, Improving Point-of-Sale
Warnings for Single Cigars: Implications for Premium Cigars, Nicotine
and Tobacco Research (2023). DOI: 10.1093/ntr/ntad006
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